Solvent polarity-induced conformational unlocking of asparagine.
Classical and Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations are performed to study the solvent effect on the conformational distribution of asparagine. Conformational populations obtained from the simulations in gas phase and in nonpolar chloroform solvent are in agreement with the most probable single conformation of asparagine in the gas phase measured in recent laser ablation with molecular beam Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy experiments. We rationalize that intramolecular hydrogen bonding and dipole-dipole interactions between carbonyl groups dictate such a conformational locking to a single asparagine conformer. The solvent polarity induced interlocking or intermolecular hydrogen bonding with water solvent molecules destabilizes the (NH···O═C) bonding between side chain and terminal groups of asparagine, while not essentially affecting the (NH···O═C) intramolecular hydrogen bondings within the side chain nor within the terminal groups. Such a conformational unlocking or cage effect is observed in asparagine within aqueous solution. We observed a spontaneous conversion of neutral to zwitterionic isomer of asparagine in aqueous solution, which is in agreement with interpretation of Raman spectroscopy results. Using Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory, we show that a tautomeric shift from neutral to zwitterionic occurs on asparagine in between DMSO and water solvents. The ramification of these findings for the conformational character of asparagine is briefly discussed.